
Bar 5.1 Surround Soundbar
245533

649,99 €

Incredible 5.1 channel soundbar with panoramic surround
sound

The impressive JBL Bar 5.1 Surround delivers the ultimate home cinematic experience. Bring everything you watch to
life with 550 Watts of power and a 10’’ subwoofer: the driving bass of an action movie, the tension of a thriller or the
beauty of a nature documentary. Built-in Chromecast and Airplay 2 lets you stream and manage online content, and
Bluetooth means your streamed music sounds great, too. Amazing surround sound comes from JBL MultiBeam™
technology. JBL has powered the world’s movie theatres for more than 75 years. Now you can bring that power home.

Powerful sound
JBL MultiBeam™ technology brings the ultimate cinematic experience to your home. No extra speakers or wires are
needed.

You got the power
With 550 Watts of system output power, experience your movies and music like never before. Immersive, powerful
sound to match your viewing pleasure.

Feel the bass
Punchy, precise bass from a mighty 10’’ wireless subwoofer brings the action to action movies, and ensures any
soundtrack sounds epic.

Chromecast and Airplay 2 built-in
Built-in WiFi and compatibility with Chromecast and Airplay 2 means you can stream your all favourite online content
with amazing sound, with a simple finger tap.

True HDMI 4K Pass-through
The best 4K video resolution deserves the best sound to go with it. Your TV and the JBL Bar 5.1 Surround are the
ultimate power couple.

Stream it all
Not in the mood for a film? No problem. With the JBL Bar 5.1 Surround, you can also enjoy wireless music streaming
via Bluetooth from your mobile or tablet.

SRP 649,99 €
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Specs

Product Attributes

EAN: 6925281957499

Manufacturer number: JBLBAR51IMBLKEP

Product weight: 7.614 kilograms
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